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SUPER STABLE, LIMITLESS FUN
Also Available:
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Ready-To-Fly Six-Bladed Multi-Rotor Aircraft

You get all this with the Nano Hexagon:

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

Fully assembled hexacopter
2.4GHz radio system

❚❚
❚❚

“AA” batteries
Extra blade set

Rechargeable 150mAh LiPo
battery and USB charger

2.4
GHz
Advanced 2.4GHz
radio for precise,
reliable control

FLIP
Gyro stabilization

Six rotors make
every flight
smooth and stable

LiPo battery and
USB charger

Push a button for
pro flips whenever
you want

From the Experts:

2

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

Factory assembled and complete

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

Auto-flip button for instant pro flips

Super-stable six rotor flight

RVLE09** Nano Hexagon SixBladed Multi-Rotor Aircraft RTF
Diagonal: 64 mm (2.5 in)
Weight: 20.4 g (0.7 oz)
Requires: nothing!

Learn how at: www.knowbeforeyoufly.org

Durable construction to survive impacts

Long story short...

High-intensity LEDs for easier tracking
day or night
All batteries included
Ready To Fly, nothing to buy

July 2015 ❘

Have fun responsibly.

It’s micro-sized, yet big on fun! Six rotors offer
exceptional stability, making the Nano Hexagon easy for
any pilot to enjoy — but with the push of a button on the
transmitter you can execute pro-style flips on command.
In addition, it’s super-durable, factory assembled and
comes with everything you need!

The Nano Hexagon includes LED
lights that aid in orientation, for
easy flight, day or night!

Tech Support 217-398-8970

With its stable design and auto-flip
capabilities, the Nano Hexagon is going to
be the next big thing in multirotor models!
www.gpdealer.com

❘
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THE FINEST QUAD SYSTEM EVER FOR
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHERS

THE WI-FI®-CAPABLE TRANSCEIVER IS
A TECHNOLOGICAL MARVEL!
Video transmission downlink
is on 5.8GHz, for additional
range and picture reliability.

❚❚

Shoot quality videos with a highdefinition 1080p video camera

❚❚

Shoot photos with a 12.2 megapixel
still camera*

❚❚

Get First Person View (FPV) images
in real time on the transceiver’s
large 7” screen*

❚❚

Generous signal range for flight
control and FPV

❚❚

Holds position and altitude for easy
framing

❚❚

32-Waypoint System lets you
program complex flight patterns
using Google Maps™*

❚❚

Focal Point function lets you take
360° video and photos around a
stationary object*

❚❚

Actual Direction option prevents
disorientation by moving the X4 Pro
in the same direction as the sticks

❚❚

Multiple fail-safe systems
automatically bring the X4 Pro
home and land it safely

❚❚

Flies up to 30 minutes on the
included 7000mAh high energy
density LiPo pack

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m
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Flight control and telemetry* for
the X4 Pro platform are on secure,
reliable 2.4GHz.
Primary flight data — including
distance from the transmitter,
altitude, battery status, etc. — is
displayed on an OLED (Organic
Light-Emitting Diode) telemetry
screen*.

Wi-Fi® capability allows the
transceiver to access a wide range
of internet functions, including
downloading apps*.

ANDROID TOUCHSCREEN: A built-in
Android™ device makes the X4 Pro a
snap to program.

Split Screen*
*Available only on X4 Pro Deluxe version.

*Available only on X4 Pro Deluxe version.

From the Experts:
Gimbal

The X4 Pro’s 3-axis
gimbal provides
smooth, precise camera
movement in flight,
and is compatible
with GoPro® and other
cameras.
HBNE0010
		

Quadcopter specifications:
Diameter (diagonal distance between motor
centers): 370 mm (14.6 in)
RTF Weight w/no accessories: 1.06 kg (2.3 lb)
Max.Takeoff Weight: 1.42 kg (3.13 lb)

Deluxe transceiver specifications:
Dimensions: 315 x 172 x 44 mm
(12.4 x 6.77 x 1.73 in)
Main Display Area: 177.8 mm (7 in)
Main Display Resolution: 1280x800p

X4 Pro Deluxe w/Touch Screen Tx 		
1080P Camera & 3-Axis Gimbal

HBNE0020
X4 Pro FPV w/1080P Camera &
		1-Axis Gimbal
Android and Google Maps are trademarks of Google Inc. Wi-Fi® is a
registered trademark of the Wi-Fi Alliance®.

4
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knowbeforeyoufly.org
Products for everyone!

The X4 Pro makes it easy to become a first-rate aerial photographer.
It comes out of the box assembled with a 1080p HD camera, and
you control the action with a handheld, touch screen transceiver for
an FPV (First Person View) of your flight in real time. You can frame
scenes to perfection by adjusting the camera gimbal, or program
the X4 Pro to maneuver and fly by itself. It offers a generous signal
range, and by just flipping a switch the “Return to Home” feature
brings the X4 Pro back to you using GPS data.

Long story short...
With the X4 Pro you can go anywhere your
imagination leads you — and show everyone
where you’ve been!
www.gpdealer.com

❘
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4WD RALLY FUN AT ITS FINEST!

The heavy-duty front and rear
differentials have an adjustable
slipper clutch.

The water-resistant XP SC900-BL
90A ESC is equipped with a
high-current T-plug connector.

Power is provided by a Reedy 550-SL
3500kV brushless motor.

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m
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1/10 Scale Ready-To-Run 4WD Brushless Rally Car

6

ASCD75** #7071 ProRally 1/10 Scale
Brushless 4WD Rally Car RTR

❚❚

Fully assembled with your choice of two factoryfinished Rockstar bodies

❚❚

Heavy-duty front and rear gear diffs with adjustable
slipper clutch

❚❚
❚❚

Reedy 550-SL 3500kV brushless motor

Steel front CVA and rear dog bone axles

❚❚

XP2G 2.4GHz radio system with XP metal-gear
steering servo

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

❚❚

Realistic rally-inspired hex drive wheels with
high-grip, all-terrain tires

❚❚

All metric hardware and ball bearings throughout

❚❚

Durable front bumper and rear diffuser

XP SC900-BL water-resistant 90A ESC with
high-current T-plug connector

July 2015 ❘

Fluid-filled adjustable coil-over shocks
Adjustable steel turnbuckles
Composite modular chassis with enclosed waterresistant receiver box

Tech Support 217-398-8970

ASCD76** #7071C ProRally 1/10 Scale
Brushless 4WD Rally Car RTR w/LiPo Combo
Length: 21 in (535 mm)
Width: 11.6 in (296 mm)
Weight: 5.7 lb (2624 g)
Wheelbase: 12.75 in (324 mm)
Both require: (6) “AA” batteries
ASCD75** also requires: LiPo battery and
charger (included with ASCD76**)
®

For the ultimate in convenience, a Reedy WolfPack 7.4V 3300mAh
30C LiPo battery and 423-S 35W compact balance charger are
included with ASCD76**.

Long story short...
From dirt to asphalt and every surface
in between, the ProRally RTR recreates
the thrills of 4WD rally racing with
Ready-To-Run ease!

www.gpdealer.com

❘
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A SUPER VALUE IN A SHORT COURSE TRUCK
1/10 Scale Ready-To-Run 4WD Brushless Short Course Truck

NEWPRODU CT
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Huge 16mm Big Bore shocks keep the ProSC
4x4 running smooth and handling great.
High-grip racing tires are mounted
on 15-spoke hex drive wheels.

The XP 2.4GHz radio
system offers precise,
interference-free control.

❚❚

Fully assembled Ready-To-Run shaft-drive 4WD
short course truck

❚❚

Short-course style front and rear bumpers
and adjustable body mounts

❚❚
❚❚

Reedy 550-SL 3500kV 4 Pole brushless motor

❚❚

Splash-proof XP SC800-BL brushless ESC with
high-current T-plug connector

Upgraded CVAs and rear dog bones for improved
durability

❚❚

❚❚

XP 2.4GHz radio system with XP metal-gear digital
steering servo

Heavy-duty gear diffs, aluminum drive shaft and
center slipper clutch

❚❚

❚❚

Factor painted and decaled body, available in two
color schemes

Composite modular chassis with enclosed
water-resistant receiver box

❚❚

All metric hardware, adjustable steel turnbuckles
and ball bearings throughout

❚❚
❚❚
8

16mm Big Bore composite fluid-filled shocks
15-spoke offroad hex drive wheels with high-grip
racing tires

July 2015 ❘

Tech Support 217-398-8970

ASCD63** 7063 ProSC 4x4 1/10 Scale Brushless
SC Truck RTR
ASCD64** 7063C ProSC 4x4 1/10 Scale Brushless
SC Truck RTR w/LiPo Combo
Length: 21 in (535 mm)
Width: 11.4 in (290 mm)
Weight: 5.7 lb (2624 g)
Wheelbase: 12.75 in (324 mm)
Both require: (6) “AA” batteries
ASCD63** also requires: LiPo battery and charger
(included with ASCD64**)
®

A Reedy WolfPack 7.4V 3300 mAh 30C LiPo battery (ASCC0751)
and 423-S 35W compact balance charger (ASCP0616) are
included with ASCD64**, for all-in-one-box convenience.

Long story short...
Let the Ready-To-Run ProSC 4x4 show
you how easy it is to bash with the best
— for less!

www.gpdealer.com

❘
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RULE THE SKIES WITH THIS
IMPRESSIVE WARBIRD
ALMOST-READY-TO-FLY GIANT SCALE GASOLINE/EP WARBIRD

TOPA0714 Giant Scale P-47 Razorback
Gasoline/EP ARF
Wingspan: 85 in (2,160 mm)
Wing Area: 1,329 in² (85.7 dm²)
Weight: 19.5-21.5 lb (8.84-9.75 kg)
Wing Loading: 34-37 oz/ft² (104-113 g/dm²)
Length: 75 in (1,905 mm)

❚❚

Built-up and sheeted wood
airframe components come
finished in flat MonoKote® film

❚❚

A large removable hatch makes
LiPo battery changes quick and
easy

❚❚

Gasoline or electric power
ready

❚❚

Designed to accept Robart®
retractable landing gear

❚❚

Extras include a detailed
cockpit kit, replica radial
engine, fiberglass wheel doors,
fiberglass cowl, metal gun
barrels and removable antenna

❚❚

Large decal sheet for added
scale detail

®
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Flaps are pre-hinged, providing
scale appearance along with
realistic takeoffs and landings.

From the Experts:

Both in the air and on the runway, this Giant Scale replica of the P-47
commands attention! The “razorback” turtledeck and canopy sets this
versatile aircraft apart from other P-47 versions, and the scale detail
of the cockpit interior is exceptional. Flight characteristics are equally
enjoyable, whether powered by a gasoline engine or brushless
outrunner motor.

Long story short...
Modeled after the famous Allied WWII aircraft, this
Almost-Ready-to-Fly model of the P-47 will be a
cherished addition to your hangar!

MORE GREAT OPTIONS FROM THE LIPO LEADER
LiPo Battery Packs

❚❚

New heat-resistant materials limit swelling in
high-temperature situations

❚❚

Available in a variety of configurations and with
different connectors

❚❚

50C batteries offer a cost-effective alternative for
budget-minded drivers

❚❚

100C packs are lighter in weight, with high energy
density and high discharge ratings

❚❚

Hard cases help protect from crash damage and
the elements

❚❚

ROAR approved for 1/10 and 1/8 scale racing

TKPC0365
TKPC0370
TKPC0375
TKPC0380
TKPC0385
TKPC0705
TKPC0707
TKPC0710
TKPC0715
TKPC0716
TKPC0720
TKPC0721
TKPC0725
TKPC0726
TKPC0730
TKPC0731

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m
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H LiPo 2S 7.4V 4000mAh 50C 4mm Short
H LiPo 2S 7.4V 4000mAh 50C 4mm
H LiPo 2S 7.4V 5400mAh 50C 4mm
H LiPo 4S 14.8V 5400mAh 50C Star Plug
H LiPo 4S 14.8V 5400mAh 50C 4mm
H LiPo 1S 3.7V 5700mAh 100C 4mm
H LiPo 2S 7.4V 3000mAh 100C 4mm
H LiPo 2S 7.4V 4200mAh 100C 5mm Short
H LiPo 2S 7.4V 5400mAh 100C Star Plug
H LiPo 2S 7.4V 5400mAh 100C 5mm
H LiPo 2S 7.4V 6400mAh 100C Star Plug
H LiPo 2S 7.4V 6400mAh 100C 5mm
H LiPo 2S 7.4V 5200mAh 100C Saddle
H LiPo 2S 7.4V 4700mAh 100C 5mm Square
H LiPo 4S 14.8V 5400mAh 100C Star Plug
H LiPo 4S 14.8V 5400mAh 100C 5mm

From the Experts:

Gaining the race-winning edge is as easy as equipping your ride
with TrakPower LiPo batteries! 50C and 100C packs are just two
more ways drivers can enjoy TrakPower performance. With so
many configurations to choose from, you’re sure to find the perfect
TrakPower pack for your racing needs!
™

Long story short...
More and more modelers trust TrakPower for
powering their R/C vehicles!

Products for everyone!

www.gpdealer.com

❘
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POWER AND SPEED WITH CLASSIC
BMW STYLE
Ready-To-Run 1/10 Scale 4WD
EP w/BMW M3 E30 Body

❚❚
❚❚

Fully enclosed 4WD shaft drive

❚❚
❚❚

Double wishbone suspension

❚❚
❚❚

Encased pinion and spur gear

❚❚

Fifteen52 Turbomac vintage-style wheels
mounted on grippy HPI street tires

❚❚
❚❚

Enclosed receiver box

Sealed metal gear diffs capable of handling
brushless power
Powered by an HPI Firebolt 15T motor and
waterproof SC-3SWP2 speed control
Adjustable battery position for extra traction or
more responsive steering

Composite oil-filled threaded shock
absorbers

HPID4343 RS4 Sport 3 4WD EP RTR
w/BMW M3 E30 Body
Length: 16.9 in (430 mm)
Width: 7.4 in (190 mm)
Wheelbase: 10 in (255 mm)

❚❚
❚❚

Complete set of ball bearings

❚❚

Officially licensed, pre-painted and detailed BMW
M3 E30 body

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

HPI 2.4GHz radio system

Battery box fits standard LiPos and up to 7-cell
NiMH batteries

Factory assembled and Ready-To-Run
Battery pack and charger included
A full line of option parts is available

From the Experts:

From a performance standpoint, the RS4 Sport 3 is the pinnacle in a
touring car chassis! It starts with the highly efficient, fully contained
shaft drivetrain — which means no gears, belts or other components
are exposed to the elements, rocks or dirt. It’s display-worthy, with a
licensed replica BMW M3 E30 body and wheels and realistic-looking
tires. Plus, it’s a complete, all-in-one package with nothing left to
purchase.

Long
story
short...
Long
story
short...

®
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With its superior speed and handling and licensed
The
Evader
EXT Sport
is EXT-remely
durable,
scale
body,
the RS4
3 will appeal
to R/Cers
upgradeable
and
affordable!
and motorsport enthusiasts alike!

ONE MEAN STREET MACHINE
Ready-To-Run 1/10 Scale 4WD EP
w/Falken Tire Porsche 911 GT3R Body

❚❚
❚❚

HPI Flux MMH-4000kV brushless motor

❚❚
❚❚

Fully enclosed 4WD shaft drive

A top speed
of over

70mph!

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

Composite oil-filled threaded shock absorbers

Sealed metal gear diffs capable of handling
brushless power

❚❚

Officially licensed, pre-painted and detailed Porsche
911 GT3 RSR body

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

Double wishbone suspension

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

HPI 2.4GHz radio system

❚❚

Extra-wide replica BBS racing wheels
and slick racing tires

❚❚

Enclosed receiver box

Waterproof EMH-3S brushless ESC that’s 3S LiPoready

Encased pinion and spur gear
Adjustable battery position for extra traction or
more responsive steering

HPID4350 RS4 Sport 3 Flux 4WD EP RTR w/Falken
Tire Porsche 911 GT3R Body
Length: 17 in (431 mm)
Width: 7.5 in (190)
Wheelbase: 10 in (255 mm)

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m
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Complete set of ball bearings
Battery box fits standard LiPos and up to 7-cell
NiMH batteries

Factory assembled and Ready-To-Run
A full line of option parts is available

From the Experts:

With its ‘urban camo’ shark mouth trim scheme, this RS4 Sport 3 onroader will strike fear into fellow competitors — and then back it up
with awesome Flux brushless power that can produce speeds of over
70 mph! The 4WD shaft drivetrain is fully contained to protect against
extreme conditions, and threaded shocks and a double wishbone
suspension make for smooth handling.

Long story short...
®

Turn heads while taking the checkered flag with
HPI’s RS4 Sport 3 Flux racer!

www.gpdealer.com

❘
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THE BEST WAY TO GET SIDEWAYS
Ready-To-Run 1/10 Scale 4WD
EP w/Subaru BRZ Body

❚❚

Powered by an HPI Firebolt 15T motor and
waterproof SC-3SWP2 speed control

❚❚

Licensed Yoshihara Champion wheels with Falken
Azenis drift tires

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

Fully enclosed 4WD shaft drive

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

Double wishbone suspension

❚❚

Enclosed receiver box

Composite oil-filled threaded shock absorbers
Sealed metal gear diffs capable of handling
brushless power
Encased pinion and spur gear
Adjustable battery position for extra
traction or more responsive steering

❚❚
❚❚

Complete set of ball bearings

❚❚

Officially licensed, pre-painted and detailed Subaru
BRZ body

❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚

HPI 2.4GHz radio system

Battery box fits standard LiPos and up to 7-cell
NiMH batteries

Factory assembled and Ready-To-Run
Battery pack and charger included
A full line of option parts is available

From the Experts:

Sliding into the turns is exciting stuff — and even more so with the RS4
Sport 3 drift racer! Hard compound tires make it easy to get sideways,
and they’re mounted on licensed silver-colored Yoshihara wheels that
complement the sleek Subaru BRZ body. The enclosed 4WD shaft
drivetrain and waterproof electronics let you drive with confidence; allin-one package convenience means there’s nothing left to buy.

HPID4356 RS4 Sport 3 Drift 4WD EP
RTR w/Subaru BRZ Body
Length: 16.9 in (430 mm)
Width: 7.4 in (190 mm)
Wheelbase: 10 in (255 mm)

Long
story
short...
Long
story
short...
®
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Experience
drifting
finest with
the cuttingThe Evader
EXTatisits
EXT-remely
durable,
edgeupgradeable
technology and
of RS4
Sport engineering!
affordable!

NE W P R O D UCT
423-S Compact Balance Charger
616 ASCP0616
423-S Compact
Balance Charger

❚❚ Easy single-button operation
❚❚ LiPo/LiFe/NiMH/NiCd compatible
❚❚ Automatic charge rate selection

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

A COMPACT CHARGER THAT’S BIG ON FLEXIBILITY

❚❚ Automatic capacity and cell-count
detection
❚❚ LED charge status indicators
❚❚ Integrated XH-style balance ports
❚❚ Reverse and short-circuit protection
❚❚ Safety timer

®

Long story short...
With the ability to handle a wide range of
applications, the 423-S Compact Balance
Charger is as versatile as it is easy to use!

Reedy SC600-BL Sensorless Brushless RTR ESC

Standard equipment in many Team Associated 1/10 RTRs!
❚❚ Water resistant for maximum reliability
❚❚ Compact footprint allows for easy installation
❚❚ LiPo low-voltage cutoff protection and auto-detect

29185 ASCM9185
Reedy SC600-BL
Sensorless Brushless
RTR ESC

❚❚ Other features include: fully proportional brakes, durable case
with aluminum heat sink, pre-wired cooling fan and lowresistance T-plug connector

Futaba® R7018SB 2.4GHz FASSTest Dual Battery
Receiver
Exceptional performance — for extra peace of mind!

❚❚ Can be connected to two large capacity batteries, to keep
aircraft flying safely if one battery’s voltages drops
❚❚ A fully dedicated 18-channel receiver with FASST, FASSTest
protocols and SBus, SBus2 and High Voltage features
FUTL7676
R7018SB 2.4GHz
FASSTest Dual Battery
Receiver

Products for everyone!

❚❚ Allows for the wide array of Futaba telemetry sensors to be
utilized
❚❚ Includes both standard and SBus output ports, along with an
extra voltage port for a model’s separate power system

www.gpdealer.com

❘
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70 airplanes
included

To see the complete list, go to BestRC.com and click
on the Really Big Airplane Rebate banner. You’ll also
find all the information about the event, as well as a
downloadable Merchandise Certificate request form.

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

Over

®

TOPA0712
Top Flite Giant
Scale Zero ARF

$50 Merchandise
Certificate

TOPA0708

®

GPMA1425
Great Planes Giant
Revolver Sport ARF

GPMA1232

$30 Merchandise
Certificate
®

™

FLZA3634
FLZA4020
Flyzone DHC-2 Beaver
Select Scale RTF

GET FREE MERCHANDISE WITH THESE
AMAZING AIRPLANES!
Been thinking about a new plane? Here’s an extra
incentive to get one now: FREE MERCHANDISE!
The Really Big Airplane Rebate is going on now, and
there’s something for everyone in this event: electrics,
glow-powered, sport models, aerobats, warbirds
and giant scale, from respected names such as Great
Planes, Flyzone and Top Flite. And when you purchase
one by August 31, 2015, you’ll receive a certificate
worth up to $50!

16
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It’s easy — just send in the required items after
you’ve bought your plane and you’ll receive your
Merchandise Certificate in the mail. Take it to the
hobby shop where you purchased your model and
use it towards your choice of quality R/C products
from over 30 top brands!
Visit your participating hobby retailer NOW and
get more than just a great airplane: get great R/C
merchandise for FREE!

Tech Support 217-398-8970

FLZA3612
Flyzone Hadron
Flying Wing Tx-R

$15 Merchandise
Certificate
©2015 Hobbico®, Inc. Void where prohibited. Some terms, conditions and
restrictions apply, and only while supplies last. Available only at participating
local hobby shops in the U.S. and Canada. Rebates apply to purchases
made between June 1 and August 31, 2015. Rebates are not distributed in
stores. Official rules and downloadable rebate request forms are available at
BestRC.com. Rebate requests must be submitted by September 30, 2015. All
trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Products for everyone!

$10 Merchandise
Certificate
www.gpdealer.com

❘
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FEATUR E DMAN U FA C T UR E R

Hi-Lo transmission with all metal internal gears

WB XL CVJ rear driveshaft and WB XL center driveshaft

Independent front suspension (IFS) and rear AR60 XL™ solid rear axle

Long travel rear sway bar

3.8 Falken Wildpeak M/T Tires

Easy access battery tray (2 battery trays)

3.8 Raceline Monster Wheels
Icon Vehicle Dynamics Shocks
Aluminum lower link plates
All metal CVJ universal axles and adjustable steel turnbuckles
Waterproof electronics box and fuel cell weight box

AXIC9038 - Yeti XL™ Monster Buggy
Length: 25.75” (654mm)
Width: 16.3” (414mm)
Height: 11.1” (282mm)
Wheelbase: 18.5” (470mm)
Ground Clearance: 2.48” (63mm)
Weight: 12.75lbs (5.78kg) including electronics
®

18
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Tech Support 217-398-8970

Products for everyone!

For additional items see a complete list at www.GPDealer.com

www.gpdealer.com
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FEATUR E DMAN U FA C T UR E R

GET INTO R/C THE RIGHT WAY...WITH ARRMA!
®

All MEGA & BLS RTRs feature:

❚❚

Chassis reengineered for greater rigidity and
easier access

❚❚

Compatible with all BLX optional alloy parts
for exciting upgrades

❚❚

Composite transmission gears for lower
rotational mass and faster acceleration

❚❚

High-grip dBoots™ off-road tires

Romping over rugged terrain. Battling wheel to wheel for
the checkered flag. Catching big air off a jump and sticking
the landing. If that sounds like your kind of fun, ARRMA has
the vehicles that make it easy to make it happen!
Beginners will love everything about MEGA brushed
vehicles. They’re ready right out of the box, with nothing left
for you to buy. They’re durable, easy to maintain and priced
right. And when you’re ready to move up, BLS vehicles
deliver all of the same advantages, plus the performance
upgrade of brushless power.
More and more modelers are discovering the incredible
value that MEGA and BLS models offer. And with so many
to choose from, there’s sure to be a free-wheeling ARRMA
fun machine that’s just your style!

Waterproof
electronics capable
of running in rain,
sleet, snow or mud.

Secure, impact-resistant battery box with
easy-open hatch and foam padding.

Molded-in servo wire channels for
neater installations and greater
protection.
™

LiPo-ready chassis that can also
accept 7-cell NiMH/NiCd packs.

Easily accessible steering servo.

™

Go from newcomer to up-and-comer with brushless power!

The perfect vehicles to jump-start your bashing career!

ARAD42**
GRANITE BLS

ARAD37**
GRANITE MEGA
ARAD38**
FURY MEGA

ARAD43**
FURY BLS
ARAD36**
VORTEKS MEGA

ARAD40**
VORTEKS BLS

ARAD35**
RAIDER MEGA
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ARAD41**
RAIDER BLS

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Products for everyone!

www.gpdealer.com
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FEATUR ED MA NU FACTU RE R

DRIVEN TO EXCEL

If it’s true that you get out of something what you put
into it, then you’ll definitely appreciate the technology
and research that Team Durango has invested in its
nitro and electric vehicles. Working from valuable input
attained from countless hours of competitive racing,
Team Durango’s exceptional team of engineers has

developed an awesome lineup of kits with all of the
performance features you demand. Just as you’re
committed to being the best driver you can be, Team
Durango is equally committed to producing and
supporting the finest and fastest R/C vehicles in the
industry.

1/8 Scale 4WD
Nitro Buggy Kit
TDRC0211

Take it from these pros: Team Durango is on a roll!
U.S. Team Durango drivers Mike Lopes and Stuart Lewis

1/8 Scale 4WD
Electric Buggy Kit
TDRC0302

1/8 Scale 4WD
Electric Truggy Kit
TDRC0402

“This new line is a game changer!
Recently I bumped with another driver’s
vehicle on an inside pass and he actually
gave up ground — that’s key! The chassis
platform is very robust, which gives me
peace of mind knowing it can handle hard,
aggressive driving. Tons of throttle
power, stops on a dime, and tuning and
adjustment is quick and easy!”
— Mike Lopes
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“From smooth, high bite to rough and loose
tracks, the DNX8, DEX8, DEX8T and DESC10
can handle whatever you throw at them.
They’re planted, stable and drivable right out
of the box! The quality is top-notch and
durability is second to none. Tuning is simple
and you can make setup changes faster than
ever before.”
— Stuart Lewis

Tech Support 217-398-8970

1/10 Scale 4WD Electric
Short Course Truck Kit
TDRC0142

®

Products for everyone!

www.gpdealer.com
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NEWP R ODU CT

BEAT THE HEAT AND TAKE IT EASY
WITH ESTES!

Simple selections for a sizzling summer

AIR-POWERED
ROCKETS

Blast Jets™

Stomp into the stratosphere
with this terrific two-pack
Recovery: Bounce/Glide
ESTH1915

Whirlwind™

A traditional air rocket that’s a
flurry of fun
Recovery: Helicopter/Bounce
ESTH1916

ESTH1915 & ESTH1916
Length: 11.5 in (29.2 cm)
Weight (Approx.): 0.87 oz (24.7 g)
Projected Altitude: 150 ft (46 m)
Fins: Foam

From the Experts:

These brand-new air-powered rockets from Estes are sure cures
for the dog days of summer!

Long story short...
®

2
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If you’re looking for a change of pace, Estes has
what you need to break free from the ordinary.

ESTH1915

ESTH1916

FAST-BUILDING CONVENIENCE.
LEGENDARY ESTES QUALITY.
LAUNCH SETS
An Estes Launch Set starts you out right and
grows with you! The rocket assembly is simple
and straightforward, and you determine speed
and altitude with the engine you use (purchased
separately). A launch controller, launch pad and
instructions are included; all you add is your engine,
plus recovery wadding and starter. A 9V battery is
required for the launch controller.

❚❚

Rockets feature plastic fins, a 12 in (30.5 cm)
recovery parachute and self-stick decals

❚❚

Both sets include an Astron II Launch Controller
and Launch Pad

❚❚

Recommended engine options: A8-3 (first flight),
B4-4, B6-4, C6-5 and C6-7
No paint or special tools are required.
Parts are pre-colored and easy to
assemble. Just glue together, apply
decals and attach the recovery system.

Wild Flyer™

Journey™

Fast-building; crazy heights!
Length: 19.9 in (50.5 cm)
Diameter: 0.98 in (25 mm)
Weight (Approx.): 1.8 oz (51 g)
Projected Altitude: 1100 ft (335 mm)
ESTT1440

Recommended for ages 10 and up.
Adult supervision recommended
for modelers under 12.

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

NE W P R O DUCT

Explore the unknown
Length: 19.3 in (49 cm)
Diameter: 0.98 in (25 mm)
Weight (Approx.): 1.8 oz (51 g)
Projected Altitude: 1100 ft (335 mm)
ESTT1441

From the Experts:

E2X Launch Sets come with essential components so you can
be flying faster!

Long story short...
Assembly time to flight time is cut to a minimum,
thanks to easy-building E2X Launch Sets!

®

ESTT1440

ESTT1441

www.gpdealer.com
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CONNECTING TO CRAFTSMEN
Revell opens new avenues of opportunity through innovation, interest, insight, and exposure.
Every model is a story in plastic, a
medium for expression of ideas and
dreams, a work of true craftsmanship.
“Parts and Recreation”, an article
recently published in Craftsmanship
Magazine, is an elegantly worded
look into what makes model builders
tick, and what keeps bringing more
modelers into our hobby!
The full article, which you can view
at Craftsmanship.net, puts the model
building hobby in front of an entirely
new audience made up of people

who love to create and innovate.
People who would love to get their
hands on a model.

RMXS5600
1/48 B-17G Flying Fortress

The story also tells the history of
Revell and, more importantly, its
future. Through innovative products,
interesting subjects, insight into the
future of the market, and exposure
to new audiences through feature
articles like the Craftsmanship one,
Revell is building a bright future for
the model building community.

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

FEATURE DMA N U FAC T UR E R
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RMXS1977
1/25 Ford F-150 SVT Raptor

ve
Innovati ts
Produc

Revell consistently delivers the models that modelers
want in every category and skill level. Our range stretches
from the militaristic to the fantastic and catches every
motorized masterpiece in between.
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Though we are not yet allowed to show you the
upcoming products for “Star Wars The Force
Awakens”, rest assured that we can tell you that
this will be a big opportunity for the plastics
industry and hobby store owners. The popularity
of this movie, and these kits, will draw thousands
of new builders into the hobby for the first time
and give more established hobbyists something
to be excited about. Taking advantage of this and
future opportunities will keep plastic modeling
healthy for decades.

RMXS1690
1/24 Audi R8 Blue

At Revell, designers aren’t just rehashing old
concepts or reissuing old kits. New designs, new
products are in the works every day. New products
keep customers coming back. Innovative concepts
like the expansion of the skill level range help
keep Revell on the cutting edge of the market, help
purchasers make informed choices, and introduce
whole new groups to the model building world.

4
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“The fact is that most kids still love construction toys, the
challenge of a puzzle, and using their opposable thumbs for
more than tapping, swiping and texting. …hundreds of free
plastic-model kits are distributed to ‘young builders’ at the big
car and hobby shows each year. …it’s a potentially life-shaping
experience to take home a model of that car and build it, from
the wheels up.”
— TJeff Greenwald, Craftsmanship.net

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Through innovation, sparking modeler interest, acting on insights into
the future of American culture, and exposure to new groups through
media like Crafstmanship.net, Revell will ensure that plastic modeling
continues to grow as an industry and evolve as a hobby. Hobby shop
owners, clear some shelf space. Hobbyists, grab your paint and glue.
Good things are coming from Revell.

Products for everyone!

www.gpdealer.com
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1/500 USS KING RENWAL
Ruling the waves

Farragut-class Guided Missile Destroyers like the USS King carried surface to air, surface
to surface, and anti-submarine warfare missiles to give them kill capability against the
entire spectrum of possible threats. Its primary early armament of a Terrier missile battery
was intended to swat enemy aircraft out of the sky from far beyond the range of antiaircraft artillery. In service, the USS King launched search and rescue operations and
protected other vessels from air attack off the coast of Vietnam. Kit features display
stand, missile system, and ship’s boats.
85-0603

RMXS0603

Total Parts: 78

Skill Level: 2

Length: 12 in (305 mm)

1/25 2014 CORVETTE STINGRAY
Fast and futuristic

The all-new 2014 Corvette® Stingray™ is the seventh generation of America’s sports car.
In 1953, the very first Corvette broke new ground in the automotive industry with its
design and driveability. The 2014 Corvette continues the original’s legacy of innovation
with cutting-edge, advanced design and materials. Aluminum, carbon fiber, Aerogel and
more combine to make a machine that pushes 0 to 60 in just 3.8 seconds… and looks
great doing it. Kit features SnapTite construction, computer-designed one piece body,
metal axles, and soft black tires.
85-1982

RMXS1982

Total Parts: 37

Skill Level: 2

Length: 6.9 in (176 mm)

1/25 2017 FORD F-150 RAPTOR
Revolutionizing the road

The 2017 Ford F-150 Raptor is made from high-strength, military-grade aluminum alloy
and equipped with a 3.5 liter EcoBoost engine that is both more powerful and much more
efficient than the current 6.2 liter V8. Like most Raptors, it’s fully capable of taking on the
highway, downtown streets, and muddy backwoods tracks—wherever the day goes, the
Raptor will take you there. Kit features metal axles, full interior detail, and strong body
construction.
85-1985

RMXS1985

Total Parts: 18

Skill Level: 2

Length: 8.6 in (217 mm)

1/25 DAN FINK METALWORKS SPEEDWAGON
Fast is best

The Speedwagon was the product of collaboration between Artist/Designer Thom Taylor
and craftsman/builder Dan Fink. It is a unique street rod, designed to showcase the
wide variety of parts available from Ford’s Special Vehicle Operations Catalog Division. It
started as a sketch on a piece of paper, then blossomed into a full size machine. While
some parts were off the shelf, many of the Speedwagon’s operating parts were custom
made by the team at D.F. Metalworks. Kit features detailed 5 liter Ford SVO V-8 with fuel
injection, 3-piece hood, and modern street rod suspension.
85-4373

6
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Total Parts: 111

Skill Level: 3

Length: 5.3 (135 mm)

Tech Support 217-398-8970

The biggest booms

Building bridges under fire, storming enemy fortifications, planting mines, playing with
explosives, designing friendly fortifications—lots of these tasks sound crazy, but they
are the combat engineer’s bread and butter. Engineering battalions have long been a
fixture of European armies, but the Second World War and Germany’s Blitzkrieg tactics
brought about a greater need for them than ever before. Quick movement of massive
forces required dedicated troops willing to advance under fire, clear or bridge obstacles,
and simultaneously maintain any German defenses. Kit features forty German engineer
figures.
02508

RVLS2508

Total Figures: 40

w w w. revel l . com

1/72 GERMAN ENGINEERS WWII

Total parts: 51

1/72 PZKPFW.V PANTHER AUSF.D/AUSF.A
Menacing machine

Often considered one of the most effective medium tanks of WWII, the Panther tank was
equipped with a 75mm gun and released in 1943 in response to the Soviet T-34. It was
highly effective, but also plagued with a host of mechanical problems and a tendency to
bog down easily. Production of the even more complex Tiger lowered work on the Panther,
reducing the effect the type could otherwise have had. Kit features detailed, injectionmolded tracks, rotating turret, and two sets of decals.

03107

RVLS3107

Total Parts: 120

Skill Level: 4

Length: 4.8 in (122mm)

1/144 MIG-25 FOXBAT
Cold War combatant

Still the highest flying and fastest of all armed military aircraft nearly fifty years after it
was designed, the MiG-25 Foxbat was a source of great consternation amongst NATO
countries at the height of the Cold War. Satellite photos at the time only showed them
that the aircraft had an extremely large wing structure. NATO leaders feared that the
aircraft was a new, highly maneuverable air superiority fighter. Fortunately, a defector
flew a MiG-25 into Japan where its true role (interceptor) was discovered. Kit features
extended or retracted undercarriage, 4 missiles, and full decals.
03969

RVLS3969

Total parts: 31

Skill Level: 3

Length: 6.1 in (155mm)

1/48 B-1B BOMBER
One big bad bomber

Developed to replace the B-52, the B-1B bomber is a strategic, low-level strike bomber
with a massive bomb load and a far reduced radar signature from the B-52. These aircraft
have been used extensively in the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan to deliver both guided and
unguided munitions to their targets. Total weapons load of this variable sweep bomber is
sixty-two tons—thirty-seven tons in three internal bays, and twenty-five tons on external
hardpoints. Kit features moveable wings and rear elevator, removable escape hatch,
open or closed bomb shaft doors, detailed radar equipment, and two sets of decals.
04900 (Limited Edition) RVLS4900 Total parts: 276

Products for everyone!

Skill Level: 5

www.gpdealer.com

Length: 36.3 in (921 mm)
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1/72 SUKHOI SU-27 SM
Still superior

Easily one of the most maneuverable fighter aircraft to ever take to the skies, the Sukhoi
Su-27 was the Soviet Union’s answer to American fourth-generation fighter designs. It
is one of the few aircraft in the world capable of performing “Pugachev’s Cobra”—a
demanding stunt in which the nose of the aircraft rears up and back to vertical before
lunging forward like a striking snake. Coupled with speeds above Mach 2 and impressive
armament, this maneuverability makes the Su-27 a master of the sky. Kit features
detailed cockpit, pilot figure, weapons options, and decals.
04937

RVLS4937

Total parts: 210

Skill Level: 5

Length: 12.2 in (310 mm)

1/72 OH-58D KIOWA
Eyes of the army

Originally considered the “ugly duckling” of the helicopter family, after many upgrades
and modifications the Kiowa finally found its niche. It functions as a light scout helicopter.
The strange, somewhat freaky looking bulbous sphere on its rotor mast is a spotter pod
equipped with a laser designator. It helps the Kiowa acquire targets for the gunships
without exposing the crew to hostile attention. The “Triceratops Horns” on the roof of the
heli are for catching and cutting wires as the Kiowa blurs through low altitude maneuvers.
Kit features two decal sets.
04938

RVLS4938

Total Parts: 43

Skill Level: 4

Length: 5.5 in (139mm)

1/72 AGUSTA A109K2
When lives are at stake

Developed for high altitude and high temperature applications, the Agusta A109K2 is a
refinement of one of the most potent helicopter designs in history—the Agusta Westland
AW109. These aircraft have won speed records, are trusted for CEO and VIP transport,
and aero rescue/evacuation. Its ability to operate at high altitude and quickly return
critical patients to major hospitals makes it a favorite with alpine rescue organizations.

04941

RVLS4941

Total Parts: 66

Skill Level: 3

Length: 6.6 in (168mm)

1/400 AIDA CRUISE SHIP
Opulence on the ocean

The towering, bristling decks of AIDA cruise ships are an infrequent, unforgettable sight
on the waves. They are equipped with multiple restaurants, bars, pools, and more, but
their most unique feature is an amidships all-glass theater that covers three decks. Luxury,
fun, and entertainment are available, quite literally, by the ton on this seventy thousand
ton vessel. Kit features four ship-build options, imitation bow and stern jet vane, folding
side stabilizers, life and speedboats, structural details, display stand, and decals.

05230
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Total Parts: 380

Skill Level: 5

Length: 25 in (634mm)

Tech Support 217-398-8970

NEW RELEASES

Sweeping the seas

JMSDF units operating the UH-60J are responsible for pulling downed aviators,
shipwrecked sailors, and other erstwhile castaways from the waves. The powerful,
reliable Black Hawk makes a supreme search vehicle. It is capable of operating in bad
weather, carries sophisticated detection equipment, and has the load carrying capacity
and range to get rescued and rescuers back to terra firma. This limited edition kit features
new radome parts plus decals for two variants—including a search and rescue chopper.

02151 (Limited Edition)

HSGS0151

Total parts: 109

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

1/72 JMSDF UH-60J

Skill level 3

1/200 JAL® B767-300ER & WINGLETS
Commercial flying at its most efficient

The Boeing® 767-300 measures just over 21 feet (6.4 m) longer than its predecessor, the
767-200, for an overall length of 180 feet, 3 inches (54.9 m). In 2008, the 767-300’s design
was modified with blended, 11-foot (3.4 m) winglets. These winglets aren’t just for show;
they boost fuel economy by approximately 6.5 percent on extended-range (ER) models.
JAL currently operates thirty 767-300ER aircraft. This limited edition kit includes new
winglet and antenna parts, plus two marking options: 1. JAL, Code: JA616J and 2. JAL,
Code: JA617J.
10812 (Limited Edition)

HSGS0812

Total Parts: 41

Skill Level: 3

1/72 KAWANISHI E7K1 TYPE 95 RECON SEAPLANE
Catapult into conflict

In World War II, ships often relied on visual contact to establish enemy positions.
Seaplanes, launched from catapults on ships like the Izumo, could detect threats long
before radar or ship lookouts could. Low speed and light armament made seaplanes
sitting ducks if enemy fighters showed up, but the risk was often worth the reward. This
limited edition kit features a catapult, plus two marking options: 1. IJN Light Cruiser
Izumo, Lt. JG Haruki Iki, Code: 1-3, China, 1940 and 2. IJN Heavy Cruiser Nachi, Code:
Nachi-1, 1936.
02157 (Limited Edition)

HSGS2157

Total Parts: 85

Skill Level: 3

1/24 NISSAN® SUNNY TRUCK GB120 LONG BODY
“EARLY VERSION”
The seventies’ superior Sunnys

The Nissan Sunny Truck, based on the Sunny car chassis, was first released in 1971 and
rapidly found a niche in Asian markets. American markets, however, were cut off from
access to the Sunny because of tariffs enacted in 1964 to protect poultry production. It
wasn’t until after the repeal of the tariffs in the beginning of the new millennium that
Americans could experience the fuel economy, comfort, and reliability that the Sunny had
to offer. This limited edition kit features new grille, hubcap, seat, and steering wheel
parts from early version Sunny trucks.
20267 (Limited Edition)

Products for everyone!

HSGS2267

Total Parts: 119

www.gpdealer.com

Skill Level: 3
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NEW RELEASES

1/350 IJN BATTLESHIP MIKASA WITH TWO
FIGURES
Routing the Russ

Mikasa is the last surviving example of a pre-dreadnought battleship. She survived the
Russo-Japanese War, helping crush the Russian Navy in the pivotal Battle of Tsushima.
A magazine fire sent her to the bottom, but she was raised, restored, and went back on
duty for WWI and WWII. She now serves as a museum ship—a reminder of a bygone era
of clashing steel ships on the high seas. This limited edition kit features metal parts for
Admiral Heihachiro Togo and Admiral (then Commander) Saneyuki Akiyama.
40090 (Limited Edition)

HSGS4090

Total Parts: 431

Skill Level: 3

1/1500 “CAPTAIN HARLOCK SPACE PIRATE
BATTLESHIP
One ship against the galaxy

Captain Harlock pilots the Battleship Arcadia in fierce resistance to the encroachments
of an alien race, the Mazone. His semi-sentient ship is one of the few hopes for survival
humanity has left. Pulsar cannons bristle from the sleek green decks, prepared to turn
warships into cosmic dust. Grapnel launchers stand ready to fix into prey and bring the
Arcadia’s lethal blade ram to bear. Even without ever seeing the movies or mangas, this
ship is a piece of lethal art deserving of a proud place in your display case.
64724 (Limited Edition)

HSGS4724

Total parts: 158

Skill level 3

1/700 JMSDF DDH183 IZUMO HELICOPTER
DESTROYER
Head of the class

An aircraft carrier in virtually all but name, the DDH Izumo “Helicopter Destroyer” can
carry up to 28 aircraft and is the largest vessel launched by Japan since the end of WWII.
This vessel, and the vessels to follow it in this class, are specialized for anti-submarine
warfare, search and rescue and, potentially, amphibious assault. They are also capable
of launching short takeoff and landing aircraft. Kit features aircraft and vehicle parts. A
photo-etched parts set is available separately: HSGS2153.
49031
Length: 14 in (356mm)

HSGS4931
Total Parts: 161
Beam: 2.9 in (73mm)

Skill Level: 3

1/72 MANNED RESEARCH SUB SHINKAI 6500
Search for squid and other underwater wonders

The Shinkai 6500 deep-submergence vehicle was completed in 1990. It’s notable for
having a depth range of 21,300 feet (6,500 m), far surpassing the range of most manned
research vehicles all over the world. Launched from the Yokosuka, the Shinkai 6500 has
been used on over 1,250 operations in just over 20 years. This limited edition kit features
photo-etched sample basket parts, parts for one giant squid and one giant isopod, plus
two marking options: 1. March 2012, upgraded version and 2. Original 1990 version.

52129 (Limited Edition)
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HSGS5229

Total Parts: 69

Skill Level: 3

Tech Support 217-398-8970

NEW RELEASES

All set for simulated skirmishes

“Ace Combat” simulators have sold millions of copies all over the world. In 2006’s “Ace
Combat Zero: The Belkan War,” players can fly an F-15C Eagle as a mercenary pilot named
Cipher. What made the game stand apart is that the outcome depends on the player’s
choice to make Cipher a chivalrous hero or a merciless villain. This limited edition kit
features one marking option based on “Ace Combat Zero: The Belkan War:” 1. Ustio Air
Force, 6th Air Division, 66th Air Force Unit, Pilot: Cipher.

52130 (Limited Edition)

HSGS5230

Total Parts: 140

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

1/72 F-15C EAGLE “ACE COMBAT® GALM 1”

Skill Level: 3

1/20 ROBOT BATTLE V MASCHINEN KRIEGER 44 TYPE
When it doubt, battle it out

In the dark, futuristic world of Machinen Krieger, most of Earth’s population was burned
to ash by World War IV. As life returns, war erupts. The power-suited soldiers of the IMA
struggle against the roving robots of the SDR. Innovation and adaptation is the key to the
IMA’s victory. New to the field are a sophisticated smartgun and a fixed armgun-perfect
for blowing apart mindless SDR constructs at maximum range. This limited edition kit
combo features two pilot figures with new parts and one marking option: 1. Powered
Suit MK44.
64007 (Limited Edition)

HSGS6407 (Includes 2 Kits)

Total Parts: 193

Skill Level: 3

1/48 SCALE KAWASAKI KI61-I TEI TONY AND SEDAN
Favored fighter of the 244th flight regiment

Built to compete with the P-40 Warhawk, the Ki-61-I was the first Japanese fighter to
feature a liquid-cooled inline V engine. Most of the type was tasked with defending
the home islands against bomber flights. The 244th flight regiment was exceptionally
successful in this regard. This limited edition kit features three marking options for
244th flight regiment pilots as well as parts for a type 95 small sedan and a pilot figure.

®

07404 (Limited Edition)

HSGS7404 (2kit combo)

Total parts: 64 + 75 + 4

Skill level 3

1/72 SPAD S.XIII

Standout striker of WWI
Flown by the top scoring aces from many countries, including the US, the SPAD S.XIII
boasted increased performance over its contemporaries. It was faster, more heavily
armed, and could out climb and out dive its main opponents. Where it suffered was in
maneuverability and reliability, with a majority of the aircraft being out of service for
engine trouble on a regular basis. Despite its drawbacks, the S.XIII was effective enough
to be retained well into the 1920s. Kit features decals for US, French, and British
versions (5 total).
1366S

Products for everyone!

ITAS1366

Total Parts: 25

Skill level: 2

Wingspan: 4.5 in (115mm)

www.gpdealer.com
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NEW RELEASES

1/144 ATR 42-500

Twin-props, total comfort
While the big jumbo jets make the long hauls, twin-engine turboprops like the ATR 42-500
make short regional hops with a few dozen passengers. The 500 version of the ATR 42 has
six-bladed propellers for improved power and range with minimized sound and vibration.
Those six-bladed props power the ATR 42 up to nearly 350 mph (554km/h) for nearly a
thousand miles (1,555 km). Kit features decals for three airplane versions, two for Italy
and one for Mexico City

1801S

ITAS1801

Total Parts: 63

Skill level: 3

Wingspan: 6.7 in (171mm)

1/32 SOPWITH CAMEL
Haranguing the Huns

Incredible maneuverability and high performance made the Sopwith Camel one of the
most feared aircraft of 1917. However, the Camel was definitely not a beginner aircraft.
Inexperienced pilots rapidly found that it was an incredibly unforgiving flyer. Experienced
pilots quickly racked up extensive kill tallies as their Albatross-flying opponents simply
couldn’t keep up. Kit features four decals total, three for Great Britain and one for a
machine captured by Germany.

2507S

ITAS2507

Total parts: 47

Skill level: 3

Wingspan: 10.6 in (269mm)

1/32 NIEUPORT 17
World War won

In the rapidly evolving aerial warfare of World War I, the Nieuport 17 provided a much
needed boost to the Allies throughout much of 1916. The Nieuport 17 was a light and
fast “sesquiplane” scout/fighter. Its maneuverability temporarily broke the technological
advantage the Germans had in the air and allowed the Allies to claw back air superiority
for a few crucial months. By 1917, the newest German fighters outclassed the Nieuport 17
but their pilots struggled on. Kit features decals for English, French, Italian, and German
versions.
2508S

ITAS2508

Total parts: 57

Skill level: 3

Wingspan: 10 in (255mm)

1/24 BERLIET R352CH/RENAULT R360
Driven to deliver

Highway hauling gets a little easier with the expert construction and smooth ride of the
Berliet R352ch. These are exceptional trucks built by an exceptional company, and it
shows. As some of the prime movers of the Berliet and Renault truck lines, if you’re lucky
you can still spot one of these trucks on French roads today. This kit features decals for
both a Berliet R352ch version and a Renault R360 version.

3902S
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Total parts: 287

Skill level: 3

Length: 10.5 in (266mm)

Tech Support 217-398-8970

®

NEW RELEASES

Rolling from the Reich

Nazi Germany produced more Sturmgeshutz III armored assault vehicles than any other
type of armored vehicle. The type was cheap, it was easy to operate, and it was lethal.
They backed up infantry attacks and put iron in defenses in virtually all theaters and
all segments of WWII. They were used to hammer enemy hard points, shell enemies
in the open, destroy tanks, and give an infantry assault an armored edge. Perhaps most
importantly, they were cheap to produce and easy to maintain—a true blitzkrieg weapon.
Kit features two barrel choices, driver figure, and three decal sets.
15756

ITAS5756

Total parts: 60

Skill level: 2
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1/56 SD.KFZ.142 STURMGESCHUTZ III

Length: 4.8 in (121mm)

1/72 WATERLOO BATTLE AT LA HAYE SAINTE
Pivotal Position of the Napoleonic Wars

6111S ITAS6111
Italeri 1/72 Waterloo
Battle at La Haye Sainte

6175S ITAS6175
Italeri 1/72 Waterloo 1815
La Haye Sainte Barn

Products for everyone!

Slightly ahead of and centered on British General Wellington’s line at the Battle of
Waterloo, the humble brick walls and buildings of La Haye Sainte became one of the
most pivotal terrain features of military history. As long as La Haye Sainte was held,
any attack on the main British line would be split in half by the walls of the farm and
harassed by fire from its defenders. From behind those walls, four hundred men of the
King’s German Legion frustrated the plans of Napoleon and kept practically the entire
French Army at bay for hours. It was only after the buildings of the farm were set on fire
and its German defenders ran out of bullets for their rifles that the farm was taken. Once
taken, La Haye Sainte became the staging point for French horse artillery that mangled
the English center. However, the farm had held out until roughly 6:00 PM. With Prussian
forces streaming in on Napoleon’s right flank and British forces holding strong positions
on his left, Napoleon ordered the Imperial Guard straight in at the British center past La
Haye Sainte. As the guard marched into combat, they met British troops that were beaten
up but unbroken. La Haye Sainte had held long enough. The Guard crumbled. The French
Army crumbled. And the world changed forever. Kit ITAS6111 features the house, front
wall, and gatehouse of La Haye Sainte along with four figures sets: King’s German Legion,
British Regulars, French Guard, French Guard Artillery. Plus, you can complete the scene
with (ITAS6176) the Stables, and (ITAS6175) the barn. This model is designed to be easy
to build and paint, so celebrate the 200th anniversary of Waterloo in style with the La
Haye Sainte sets!

6176S ITAS6176
Italeri 1/72 Waterloo 1815
La Haye Sanite Stables

www.gpdealer.com
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AMT® 1/25 Lil’ Hot Dogger Show Rod
Back for another bite!

Every once in a while something really great comes around. And, if you’re really, really
lucky, sometimes it comes around again if you missed it the first time! That’s the case
with this awesome retooling and reissue of the original 60’s “Hot Dogger”. The deranged
dog catcher dragster is back and ready to burn rubber! So lope on over to your local store
and lap up everything they have to offer.
AMT908/12
AMTS0908
				

AMT® 1/25 USA-1 1963 Chevy® Corvette®
Leading the way

The unique, shapely, and powerful 1963 Chevy Corvette was the lead offering of the
second generation Corvettes. It helped reinforce the trend for the affordable American
sports car—nimble, fast, and undeniably stylish. Sixties era Corvettes are amongst the
most prized possessions in many a collectors garage, and now you can own one of your
own!
AMT909/12
AMTS0909
				

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Beargguy “Gundam Build
Fighters” Figures
Cuddly catastrophe

If Pooh and the Terminator had a child, it would be Beargguy. Cute, cuddly, and equipped
with hand and mouth-mounted laser beam emitters capable of slicing through Gundams
like butter… oh, and sometimes a cute little bow… or an array of hard-point mounted
missiles and weapons systems. It’s possibly the strangest thing to come from the
“Gundam” offshoot, “Gundam Build Fighters”. So of course you have to have it! It’s
available in four cute colors and each kit features a puzzle-piece display stand you can
connect to the other three.
200582
200583
200584
200585

BANS0582 (Red)
Height: 3.5 in (88.9 mm)
BANS0583 (Blue)
BANS0584 (Yellow)
BANS0585 (Pink)				

Bandai Gundam Ashigaru Storm Trooper Star Wars
Astral Ashigaru attack!

For this model, the traditional white battle armor of the Imperial Storm Trooper has been
remolded to resemble the armor of Ashigaru from feudal Japan. Though the question of
what happened to all the Asian countries in the future has now been answered, several
key considerations—like whether the armor now provides actual protection—have yet to
be addressed. Kit features an elegantly modeled Ashigaru Storm Trooper with uniquedesign E11 blaster and Katana.
92047

BANS2047					

Bandai Gundam 1/100 Hyaku-Shiki Ver 2.0 “Zeta Gundam”
Three decades of domination

Created to celebrate the 30th anniversary of the Zeta Gundam TV series and complete the
Gundam Team trio of the Zeta Gundam and Gundam MK II, the Hyaku-Shiki re-appears in
the MG line! Kit features a slimmer profile with stylish new proportions and a special
finish over the plastic to replicate its fantastic gold appearance! Different sensor parts in
the eyes are included to replicate neutral, activation, and scanning sensor appearance.
Beam rifle, Clay Bazooka, beam sabers included as well as parts to retrofit the older
Ballute Pack release to fit on the 2.0 version.
196701
BANS6701
Height approx.: 7.3 in (185 mm)
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Martial arts machine

Junya Inose’s Gundam from the Build Fighters Try TV animated series! Similar to the Try
Burning Gundam, its appearance and combat arsenal specialize in martial arts. Model kit
has been specially designed with a large range of movement to pull off all sorts of high
flying kicks and punches used in the show. Clear plastic parts are included for the various
plavsky particle containers and affect parts even down to its flaming hair.
196708
BANS6708
Height approx.: 5.5 in (140 mm)
				

Bandai Gundam Son Goku “Kamehameha Version
Dragon Ball-Z”

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Denial Gundam “Gundam
Build Fighters”

Selfless defender of the galaxy

Son Goku, or just Goku, is one of the most instantly recognizable anime characters in the
world. This interstellar orphan’s efforts at saving the world from successive waves of
monsters are catalogued in the “Dragon Ball Z” series and his signature “Kamehameha”
is immortalized in this professional still-life likeness. Kit features interchangeable parts
for molding different Goku iterations and a display base.
78375
BANS8375
Height approx.:
				

Minicraft® 1/48 Cessna 172 with Custom
Registration Number
A favorite on the water and in the air

Tens of thousands of pilots all over the world have found that the Cessna 172 is the small
aircraft to fly for reliability, performance, and ease. It holds the absolute endurance record
for most hours aloft. It has impressive STOL abilities and works perfectly with either
tricycle landing gear or floats. Now, with these two elegant kits from Minicraft, you can
decide whether you want to fly from land or water, just like with the full-size aircraft!
11686
MMIS1686
Also available with floats (MMIS1685)		
				

Minicraft® 1/144 EC-135C USAF w/2 Marking Options
Watching the world burn

In the event of a full scale nuclear exchange—with all ground control centers knocked
out of operation—the EC-135C aircraft of “Operation Looking Glass” were tasked with
transmitting launch codes to waiting ICBMs for a retaliatory “Second Strike”. From
1961 to 1998 at least one EC-135C was aloft 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a
year. Waiting. Three more EC-135Cs were kept on standby in Maryland to transport the
President out of DC. The war is over but the history remains. Get your piece of it with this
intricately-modeled EC-135C.
14709
MMIS4709		
				

Moebius® 1/25 1954 Hudson Hornet Special
Specialty drag racer

Hudson Hornets were designed with passenger foot wells slung lower than the chassis
rails, keeping center of gravity low. This gave the stock Hudson Hornet exceptionally
potent performance. The ‘special’ fastback version of the ’54 was a favorite drag racer
of the 1960’s. The fact that they were driven by just a six cylinder engine didn’t detract
from the fun of racing a Hornet around. The type won half the NASCAR® races of 19521954, proving they had more than enough power to blow anyone’s hair back. Kit features
extensive detailing.
1214

Products for everyone!

MOES1214

Total Parts: 120

Skill Level: 3

www.gpdealer.com

Length: 8.3 in (210 mm)		
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MPC® 1/25 3-Axle Gravel Trailer
w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

Rockin’ on down the road

Millions of tons of concrete are used every year in construction projects all around the
world. Foundations, buildings, and roads are all constructed using this little-regarded but
essential part of modern society. Even less known is the aggregate necessary for creating
concrete—often gravel. Heavy-duty 3-axle trailers like this one travel over concrete and
asphalt roads to deliver gravel to concrete plants and building sites everywhere.
MPC823/06

MPCS0823			

MPC® 1/25 1982 Dodge Van
Gotta haul it all

Full size vans have largely vanished from American roads, but in their heyday they really
moved America. Large families, tour groups, school kids, and campers loved the space
and comfort provided by the van. In later years, the relative inefficiency of the full-size
van lead to a growing market for minivans and, eventually, SUVs. Most have now left the
roads, but you can build this nostalgic 1/25 scale version to relive the glory days of the
van.
MPC824/12

MPCS0824			

Tamiya® 1/24 Honda® S600
Reigning rad roadster

The Honda S600 was launched in March 1964 and maintained the same styling up to
1966. The S600 got 57hp out of a 606cc 4-cylinder DOHC engine that could hold its own
compared with racing engines, and it featured a motorcycle style chain-driven rear wheel
drive. Exports to Europe followed as the S600 quickly gained popularity as a light and
speedy sports car. It was also to prove a success in races both inside and outside of Japan.
Kit features realistic train drive, double wishbone suspension, and metal transfers.
24340

TAMS4340			

Daron® 1/140 A-10 Warthog Peanut
Peace through firepower

A 30mm multi-barreled cannon, missiles, rockets, bombs, and a host of detection and
tracking features make the A-10 a lethal weapon system for close air support. In addition,
over a thousand pounds of Titanium armor protect the cockpit, and fuel tanks, engines,
and flight systems are all built with back-up systems to allow the A-10 to keep flying
after sustaining incredible amounts of damage. In wars all across the Middle East, the
impact of the Warthog has turned the tide of innumerable battles. Get your “peanutcamouflaged” piece of history from Daron!

5375-2 DWTV5309
Daron 1/140 A-10
Warthog Peanut Scheme

Daron® 1/100 B-25J Mitchell “Betty’s Dream”
Strafing in style

In a single ten-second strafing run, the B-25 Mitchell could deliver roughly 1,000 .50
caliber machine gun rounds and one 75mm artillery shell to ground targets. This volume
of fire was world-shaking. In the Pacific Theatre, swathes of jungle would be literally
mulched. Then the eight rockets, carrying a total of 360lbs of high explosive would hit.
Then the 3,000lbs of parachute-retarded fragmentation bombs would detonate, leaving
nothing behind but wisps of smoke and craters. Own the most significant ground attack
aircraft of the war today!
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5403-3 DWTV5319
Daron 1/100 B-25J
Mitchell “Betty’s Dream”

Tech Support 217-398-8970

AUTOMOBLOX QUALITY CARS
®

Years of fun for everyone!

Made from interlocking pieces of sanded and triplelacquered wood, Automoblox are safe, durable,
and, above-all, fun! They are heirloom-quality,
hands-on toys that provide a fun tactile learning
experience for kids and a beautifully crafted display
item for adults. With so many varieties available,
there is an Automoblox car for every child on your
gift list.

®

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

NE W V E N DO R

Big, bold, and ready
to play!
Automoblox T900 Truck
AOXY5008

Stylish and set for speed.
Automoblox S9-R
Sports Sedan
AOXY5014

The same quality materials as the full size,
just more fun in a smaller package.

Automoblox Mini Rescue (3 Pack)
AOXY3108

Long story short...
®

Products for everyone!

Count on Calello-designed Automoblox
for quality, fun, craftsmanship, and
beauty you can hold in your hands.
www.gpdealer.com
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Maisto® Harley Davidson® XL Nightstar
Radio-controlled king of the road!

❚❚ Capture the thrill of the open road!
❚❚ Approximately 12 in (305 mm)
❚❚ Full-function radio control model
❚❚ Requires 6 AA batteries for model and controller

Go whole hog and rev the Nightstar up for
Harley thrills that will make you want to
hit the road on the real thing!
816661 MAIC6661
Maisto® Harley
Davidson® XL Nightstar

Maisto® Play Places Airport
Feel the fun of flight!

❚❚ 17” x 24” airport pocket playmat
❚❚ Terminal, hangar and tower structures
❚❚ Includes die-cast and plastic airplane
❚❚ Unplugged, hands-on fun for ages 3+

11010 MAIH1010
Maisto® Play Places
Airport

Maisto® Forces Maximum Force Play Set
Military might by Maisto

❚❚ 10 plastic military figures

❚❚ 2 Sky Squad aircraft

❚❚ 5 accessories

❚❚ Ages 3+

❚❚ Three, 3" vehicles
❚❚ Two, 4.5" vehicles

12391 MAIH2391
Maisto® Forces Maximum
Force Play Set

Maisto® 1/24 Sons of Anarchy Tow Truck
Need a tow? Call Teller-Morrow
❚❚ Fully detailed diecast model
❚❚ Decals based on the show
❚❚ Both doors open & close,
and the tow boom can raise & lower

18
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32305 MAIV2305
Maisto® 1/24 Sons of
Anarchy Tow Truck

Tech Support 217-398-8970

It’s not just the big sales that make a store successful; often it is the little add-ons that
customers get on impulse that make all the difference. Here’s a selection of items and
tips that can give your sales that little extra nudge they need!

w w w.g p d ealer.c o m

SEE IT. NEED IT. GET IT.
MAKE THE SALE!
Get seen, get sales!

Make the max in every space,
not just by the register.

559265 RMXH9265
Mini RC Police/Fire
Display (12)
Cool RC vehicles
in eye-catching
packaging, at a great
price point--perfect
for little add-on sales
to moms and dads!

AP0203KD AMIH0116
Aero Props Display
Neon (100)

Simple sells.
MD-0058 DUNX0058
Butterfly/Hummingbird
Haven
3520 ESTA3520
10.5” Chuck Balsa Glider
Make cool floor displays, end caps, and
more with out of the ordinary products
for eye catching additions to your store.

Give the hobbyists something to
entertain the kids while they practice their
passion, and they’ll put it in their cart.

Keep it together.
44411 BACU6650
9” Straight E-Z Track (4)
HO

Keep it small and
sell them all!
3124BU DTCH0355
Butterfly Yo-Yo Assorted

8995 AFXW8995
Super G+ Tune-Up Kit
Place accessories next
to the main kits and you
can bet the customer will
walk out with both, and
be happy they did!

Products for everyone!

Easy to buy, easy to carry out
items are perfect for add-on
sales and impulse buys.

Batteries always included
DTXP4704
DTXP4708
DTXP4748

Onyx AA Alkaline Battery (4)
Onyx AA Alkaline Battery (8)
Onyx AA Alkaline Battery (48)

www.gpdealer.com
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FEATUR ED MA N U FACTU RE R

SUMMER FUN READY FOR LIFTOFF
Everything you need to really launch into summer!
Estes Launch Sets come with a rocket or two,
launch pad, and launch controller. Get the
appropriate engine for your rocket and you can be
flying high in no time at all!
Taser Launch Set E2X

Shockingly fast
Max. Altitude: 1000 ft (305 m)
Height: 16.5 in (41.9 cm)
Diameter: .98 in (25 mm)
Weight: 1.5 oz (42.5 g)
Recommended Engine: A8-3
(First Flight), B4-4, B6-4, B6-6,
C6-5, C6-7
Skill Level: E2X
ESTT1491

E2X rockets require no paint or special
tools. All parts are pre-colored and easy
to put together in about an hour.

®

HeliCAT Launch Set E2X
Catapult into the clouds
Max. Altitude: 550 ft (168 m)
Height: 30.25 in (76.8 cm)
Diameter: 1.35 in (34 mm)
Weight: 3.5 oz (99 g)
Recommended Engine: B4-2,
B6-2 (First Flight), C6-3, C6-5
Skill Level: E2X
ESTT1465

Solar Scouts Launch Set E2X

Flash Launch Set E2X

A set to send to the sun
Max. Altitude: 1100 ft (335 m) /
950 ft (290 m)
Height: 16.5 in (41.9 cm) /
10.3 in. (26 cm)
Diameter: 1.1 in (28 mm) /
.54 in (14 mm)
Weight: 1.6 oz (45.4 g) / .4 oz (12 g)
Recommended Engine: A8-3 / 1/2A32T (First Flight), B4-4, B6-4, B6-6,
C6-5, C6-7 / 1/2A3-4T, A3-4T, A10-3T
Skill Level: E2X
ESTT1475

Light up the sky
Max. Altitude: 925 ft (282 m)
Height: 16.2 in (41.2 cm)
Diameter: 1.1 in (28 mm)
Weight: 1.8 oz (52 g)
Recommended Engine: A8-3
(First Flight), B4-4, B6-4,
C6-5, C6-7
Skill Level: E2X
ESTT1478

Alpha III Launch Set E2X

Reach apogee with Alpha III
Max. Altitude: 1100 ft (335 m)
Height: 12.3 in (31.2 cm)
Diameter: .98 in (25 mm)
Weight: 1.2 oz (34 g)
Recommended Engine: 1/2A6-2,
A8-3 (First Flight), B4-4, B6-4, B6-6,
C6-5, C6-7
Skill Level: E2X
ESTT1427

RTF (Ready-to-Fly) rockets are just
about ready to go! Just attach the
parachute and pop in an engine!

Riptide Launch Set RTF
Surf the sun’s rays
Max. Altitude: 675 ft (183 m)
Height: 18 in (45.7 cm)
Diameter: 1.35 in (34 mm)
Weight: 2.7 oz (76.5 g)
Recommended Engine: B4-4
(First Flight), B6-4, C6-5
Skill Level: RTF
ESTT1403

T UR N H ER E F OR RADIO CONTROL PRODUCTS
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FEATUR E DMAN U FA C T UR E R

Tandem-X Launch Set E2X

Big and Small, launch ‘em all!
Max. Altitude: 600 ft (183 m) / 1150
ft (350 m)
Height: 29.4 in (74.7 cm) / 15.6 in
(39.6 cm)
Diameter: 1.33 in (34 mm) / .98 in
(25 mm)
Weight: 3 oz (85 g) / 1.3 oz (37 g)
Recommended Engine: A8-3 / B4-2
(First Flight), B4-4, B6-2, B6-4, C6-3,
C6-5 / B4-4, B6-4, C6-5, C6-7
Skill Level: E2X
ESTT1469
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Silver Arrow Launch Set E2X

On target acceleration
Max. Altitude: 1125 ft (343 m)
Height: 15 in (38 cm)
Diameter: .98 in (25 mm)
Weight: 1.3 oz (36.9 g)
Recommended Engine: A8-3 (First Flight),
B4-4, B6-4, B6-6, C6-5, C6-7
Skill Level: E2X
ESTT1424

Tech Support 217-398-8970

B6-4 Standard Engine 3-pack
Rascal/HiJinks Launch Set RTF
Make some mischief
Max. Altitude: 1200 ft (366 m)
Height: 14 in (35.6 cm)
Diameter: .98 in (25 mm)
Weight: 1.52 oz (43 g)
Recommended Engine: A8-3 (First
Flight), B4-4, B6-4, C6-5, C6-7
Skill Level: RTF
ESTT1499

Products for everyone!

Get what makes it all GO, Estes
rocket engines!
ESTT1606

ESTT1503
ESTT1598
ESTT1602
ESTT1614

1503 1/2A3-2T MINI ENGINE (4)
1598 A8-3 STD ENGINE (3)
1602 B4-4 STD ENGINE (3)
1614 C6-5 STD ENGINE (3)

www.gpdealer.com
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